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Abstract—Multiple Description (MD) source coding is a tech-
nique that breaks a media stream into equally important sub-
streams which can be sent over different paths for protection
against channel errors in wireless networks. In this paper,
we explore the possibility of sending the descriptions through
different paths and intermediately merging them to exploit
recovery of the corrupted descriptions from the uncorrupted ones
before reaching the destination, thereby increasing the quality of
received media at the destination. We first analytically model the
end-to-end distortion of MD coded multipath transmission as a
function of the path parameters and prove that intermediate
recovery achieves an improvement of up to 9.2% in end-to-
end distortion compared to traditional multipath transpor t. We
then formulate the mesh route construction as a cross-layer
optimization problem. Since the problem is highly complex,we
propose an efficient heuristic routing strategy. We show that
using this routing strategy, good paths (with up to 2 intermediate
recovery nodes) can be constructed to achieve a lower distortion
compared to the case without intermediate recovery.

Index Terms—Multiple description coding, multipath routing,
intermediate recovery, multi-hop wireless networks

I. I NTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Wireless ad hoc networks have the characteristics of being
scalable and dynamic and hence are widely popular in the
present day. The nodes themselves form a network, behaving
as source/destination/routers wherever necessary. However,
the wireless communication channel is highly unreliable and
error prone. The transmission of content-rich multimedia,with
delay-sensitive information, is challenging because retrans-
mission of error prone packets is infeasible. Further, due to
the techniques used in compression of video, an error in one
frame is propagated to many frames. Finding suitable coding
techniques in order to provide protection against the unreliable
channels is a widely researched area.

Multiple Description Coding (MDC) is a source coding
technique that splits the media streams into equally important
sub streams and transmits them to the destination through
different paths. Any subset of the descriptions can be used
to decode the stream, and the quality of the received data
depends on the number of received sub-streams. When the
descriptions are sent over disjoint multipath, the transmission
errors tend to be independent. In [1], it was shown that
multi-stream coding with multipath transport (MPT) is an
effective means to overcome the transmission errors in ad hoc
networks. A comprehensive review of several contemporary
MDC techniques for video was presented in [2].

In the MDC schemes, the descriptions are constructed in a
way to have some of correlation (artificial or natural) among
them, such that at the receiver the corrupted descriptions
can be reconstructed using the uncorrupted ones. Instead
of recovering the lost descriptions at the destination (as in
Fig. 1(a)), if one can do it intermediately, there is a high
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Fig. 1. Examples of MD coded transmission over multiple paths.

chance that the recovery performance will improve. If we were
to construct paths for transmitting all the descriptions insuch
a way that they are edge disjoint but merge at specific nodes
(as in Fig. 1(b)), we could use the correlation information
among the packets to reconstruct the corrupted packets. The
intermediate recovery concept was explored in [3] by using a
spatial interpolation technique on lost descriptions. However,
the routing performance and optimization studies over random
network topologies, which we consider a critical practical
consideration for image/video content delivery over multihop
mesh networks, were not conducted. Also, the performance
gain was not backed up by any analysis, and the signal
errors due to wireless channel properties were not accounted.
Overall, to our best knowledge a detailed analytic study on the
MD coded transmission over meshed multipath routes in an ad
hoc network to optimize the cost performance of image/video
content delivery has not been done in the literature.

In this paper, we explore the optimal mesh routing strategy
in a random network setting for efficient delivery of MD coded
image/video data. Specifically, we investigate via mathematical
analysis and cross layer optimization the gain associated with
multipath routing strategy over wireless ad hoc network fora
reduced distortion in end-to-end delivery of image/video con-
tent. Our key contributions are as follows: (i) We first develop
an analytical model to quantify the quality of image/video
content delivery in a fading channel environment in terms of
mean square error (MSE) distortion in an MDC-MPT system
with intermediate recovery. (ii) We then present a cross-
layer optimization formulation for meshed multipath route
construction to aid intermediate recovery. (iii) We also propose
an intermediate recovery aware heuristic route construction
technique for a two description (2D) MDC system. We show
that the performance gain with intermediate recovery is higher
when the error correction capability of the coding scheme
is increased. Our analytic results indicate that, having one
recovery stage leads to about 9% decrease in the end-to-
end distortion. Our mesh routing study in a random network
environment verifies our analytic claim, where it is also shown
that the intermediate recovery performance gain increaseswith
network density.

II. D ISTORTION ANALYSIS

We consider a 2D MDC for image/video transmission be-
cause most of the popular MDC techniques used currently are



2D systems. Our consideration on 2D system is also motivated
by [4], where the authors demonstrated that the increase in
performance gain slows down significantly as the number of
descriptions is increased beyond two. The quality of video at
the destination can be suitably described using MSE distortion
as the performance metric.

In [5], the end-to-end distortion of MDC-MPT system
was modeled as a function of link bandwidth, packet loss
probability, minimum delay between two nodes, and delay
jitter. In [6], the distortion was modeled as a function of
available bandwidth of a link, probability that a link is up,
average burst length for the packets, and rates of coding. In
contrast to the approaches in [5], [6], we model the MDC-MPT
system with intermediate recovery using various physical layer
wireless link parameters in a meshed network scenario.

In a 2D MDC system, letd0, d1, d2, andd3 be the respective
distortion values when at the destination both the descriptions
are available for decoding, only description 1 is available, only
description 2 is available, and none are available. Denoting the
corresponding occurrence probabilities asP00, P01, P10, and
P11, the average end-to-end distortion is given by:

D = P00d0 + P01d1 + P10d2 + P11d3 (1)

For analysis of the 2D MDC-MPT performance, we con-
sider a technique for video, called multiple description trans-
form coding (MDTC) [7]–[9]. In this form of MDC, some
amount of redundancy is introduced in the two (uncorrelated)
descriptions so as to correlate them. One description can be
recovered from the other using the correlation information.
Intermediate recovery system would achieve a lower distortion
as compared to the traditional one, irrespective of the coding
technique used, as long as the conditiond0 ≪ d1, d2 ≪ d3
holds. In any MDC scheme, the distortion introduced when
no descriptions are lost is much less than the distortion when
one description is lost. But, the method of recovery of a lost
description and the associated amount of distortion introduced
depend on the particular scheme in hand.

A. Network model:

We model a network (say, a mobile ad hoc network) as a
stochastic directed graphG(V,E), whereV is the set of nodes
andE is the set of edges. The nodes are numbered from1
to n. A directed edge from nodei to j is denoted by(i, j).
Let the cost (in terms of delay) associated with using the edge
(i, j) be cij . Let the respective paths taken by descriptions 1
and 2 beP1 andP2. For the analytic exposition, we assume
the number of nodes encountered by the two descriptions (i.e.,
the number of hops) along the source-to-destination path are
equal. If there areN intermediate recovery nodes from a
source to its destination for a given path pair, each of the
paths in the pair is divided intoN+1 segments. A segment is
a path fraction between a source (respectively, an intermediate
recovery node) to an intermediate recovery node (respectively,
the destination). Thekth segment in thelth path is denoted
by H l

k, for k = 1 to N + 1, l = 1, 2.
We account for small-scale Rayleigh fading in every link

(i, j), wherein the signal experiences rapid fluctuations in a
small period of time or space. We also assume the fading to be
a slowly-varying process with respect to the data transmissions
rate. In this case the success/failure of consecutive bits of data

are not independent. It was shown [10], the transmission errors
in such a fading channel follow a two state Markov model.
The channel can be seen as a two state Gilbert Channel, with
states Good (G) and Bad (B) (see Fig. 2(a)). For simplicity
of the analysis we assume bit error probability in Good state
is 0 and that in Bad state is 1. Over a link(i, j), if aij is
the transition probability from Good to Bad state and that
from Bad to Good state isbij , with fading marginF (the
power threshold above which decoding process is assumed
error free), Doppler frequencyfd, and sampling intervalT ,
we have the steady state link error probability as [10]:

φij = 1−
bij

aij + bij
= 1− e−

1

F ,

bij =
Q(θ, ρθ)−Q(ρθ, θ)

e1/F − 1
.

Here Q is the Marcum-Q function, θ =
√

2/F
1−ρ2 , and ρ =

J0(2πfdT ). fd depends on the relative velocity between the
nodesi andj, v, and the signal wavelengthλ as:fd = v

λ cosφ,
whereφ is the angle of incidence of the wave with respect to
the relative movement direction of the receiver.

B. Description error probability:

We consider a 2D transmission scenario, where the two
transmission paths are designated by the superscriptl (= 1, 2).
A description packet is corrupted and unusable when more
thanτ bits in a packet are in error. This thresholdτ depends on
the error correction capability of the coding scheme. Referring
to Fig. 2(a), over a link(i, j), the fraction of time spent in
Bad state isφij . Since the transmission across the segment
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Fig. 2. (a) Gilbert channel model, (b) Intermediate recovery system state
transition diagram.

H l
k, k = 1 to N + 1, l = 1, 2, is successful only if all the

links {(i, j) ∈ H l
k} are in Good state, the2|H

l
k| channel states

(two corresponding to each link) can be lumped in one Good
and one Bad state. The aggregated Bad state corresponds to
all the cases where there is at least one link in Bad state.
Let the transition probability from the aggregated Good state
to aggregated Bad state, aggregated Bad state to aggregated
Good state, and the fraction of time spent by the segmentH l

k
in the aggregated Bad state bealk, blk, andφl

k, respectively. The
transition probabilities of the aggregate model are obtained as
follows:

alk = 1−
∏

(i,j)∈Hl
k

(1− aij), (2a)

φl
k = 1−

∏

(i,j)∈Hl
k

(1− φij), (2b)

blk =
(1− φl

k)a
l
k

φl
k

(2c)



Say, an error correction code can resolve uptoτ errors in a
description. Then a description is considered useless if the total
number of bit errors in it is greater than or equal toτ . If there
are a total ofnt bits in the description, let the probability ofnf

of those flipping be denoted byP (nf , nt). The expression for
P (nf , nt) in terms of Gilbert channel parameters was obtained
in [11]. The probability that a description is corrupted is given
by:

Pr(errors ≥ τ) =

nt
∑

nf=τ

P (nf , nt) (3)

C. Modeling of MDC-MPT with intermediate recovery:

The error state model of the intermediate recovery system
is represented by the state transition diagram in Fig. 2(b).
The states of the system at an intermediate recovery node
can be: S1 (both descriptions are uncorrupted/recoverable),
S2 (description 1 is uncorrupted/recoverable and de-
scription 2 is corrupted/unrecoverable), S3 (description
2 is uncorrupted/recoverable and description 1 is cor-
rupted/unrecoverable), and S4 (both the descriptions are cor-
rupted/unrecoverable).

The system begins at state S1 at the source. If along the
path between source and the next intermediate recovery node
one of the descriptions gets corrupted beyond recovery, the
system moves into S2 or S3 (depending on which description
is lost). If both the descriptions are lost simultaneously the
system moves to S4. Once the system moves to either S2
or S3, the system can either stay in itself or go to S4. If the
system reaches state S2 or S3, the lost description is estimated
and transmitted. This estimated description is in a way the
best estimate of the lost original description given the other,
and is a duplicate of the original uncorrupted description.The
system cannot go back from S2/S3 to S1 because there is loss
of information which can be only partially recovered by the
estimate. Once the system reaches S4, it remains there for
all subsequent state transition opportunities, in which case the
mean of the data is transmitted in place of the data itself here.
If the probability of loss of a description in a segmentH l

k is
P l
k, for k = 1 to N + 1, l = 1, 2, the transition probability

matrix Uk is given by:
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The value ofP l
k can be obtained from (2) and (3). The

transition probability matrixU for the overall path is given
by

U =

N+1
∏

k=1

Uk

Since the system starts in state S1 at the source,P00, P01, P10,
andP11 are given by the elements of first row ofU taken in
order of the column number. With this formulation of end-to-
end description error probability over a given pair of paths,
we address the mesh route construction problem in the next
section.

III. M ESHEDMULTIPATH CONSTRUCTION FOR ROUTING

We formulate the multipath construction for intermediate
recovery as a cross-layer optimization problem in which the
objective is a complex function of several parameters of the
wireless channel.

A. Optimization problem formulation

Let D = [d0 d1 d2 d3] andP = [P00 P01 P10 P11]. Two
flow variablesxl

ij , l = 1, 2 for every(i, j) ∈ E are introduced:

xl
ij =

{

1 if (i, j) ∈ Pl,

0 otherwise

wherePl is the path taken by the corresponding description.
Also define a setS which contains all the intermediate
recovery nodes and the source as follows:

S =







i :
∑

l;j:(i,j)∈E

xl
ij = 2







Any path in the network can be characterized using the
introduced variables. Through out this section we assume that
the processing delay experienced at every node is negligible.
This is a reasonable assumption owing to the high processing
capability current routers have. In practice, the time taken by
both the descriptions to reach the recovery node is different.
This means that the description that has arrived earlier hasto
wait for the other description to arrive so that the process
of recovery can begin. Therefore, the total source (s) to
destination (t) end-to-end delay is:

Delay=
N+1
∑

k=1

max







∑

(i,j)∈H1

k

cij ,
∑

(i,j)∈H2

k

cij







We now state the path construction problem OPT-DIST as:

Minimize: D = DP ′

s.t.
∑

j:(i,j)∈E

xl
ij −

∑

j:(i,j)∈E

xl
ji =







1, i = s, i ∈ V, l = 1, 2

−1, i = t, i ∈ V, l = 1, 2

0, otherwise
∑

j:(i,j)∈E

xl
ij =

{

≤ 1, if i 6= t, i ∈ V, l = 1, 2

0, if i = t, i ∈ V, l = 1, 2

x1
ijx

2
ij = 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ E

|S| = N + 1

xl
ij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀(i, j) ∈ E, l = 1, 2

Delay < T

whereP ′ is the transpose of matrixP . The first constraint
defines the flow for each particular description at source,
destination, and other nodes over each of the paths. The
difference between the outgoing and incoming flow (for each
description) is negative at the destination and positive atthe
source. At all other nodes, whether they are recovery nodes
or not, this difference is zero. The second constraint enforces
the fact that, at the destination there is no outgoing flow (for
each description). It also makes sure that at all nodes otherthan
the destination, the outgoing flow (for each description) isless



than one. These two constraints are required to obtain simple
paths. The third constraint ensures that the paths obtainedare
link disjoint (since a link can be used by only one of the two
descriptions at a time along its path, the product of the flow
variables over link is zero). Almost all multimedia applications
related to video are delay sensitive. Hence the last constraint.

Similarly, to minimize delay subject to a constraint on dis-
tortion, an optimization problem OPT-DELAY can be defined.

The objective function in the above optimization problem
is highly complex function of the path parameters. More
specifically, OPT-DIST is a complex ratio of higher order
exponentials in path variables with non-linear constraints. In
Section III-B, a simple heuristic routing strategy is discussed
that gives paths with a low distortion.

B. Development of a practical routing strategy

The routing strategy that we develop is based on the intuitive
understanding that the distortion should increase with the
number of hops traversed by the description from the source to
destination. Fig. 3 shows the distortion plotted for the Doppler
spread and symbol duration productfdTs = 0.0004128,
F = 25 dB for symmetric paths (without any intermediate
recovery nodes) ranging from 0 to 30 hops. It can be seen
that the distortion clearly increases with the number of hops.
In this paper we omit the rigorous proof of the result. So,
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Fig. 3. Variation of distortion with the number of hops.F = 25 dB, fdTs

= 0.0004128,L = 1000 bits, τ = 25 bits.

considering a homogeneous error rate encountered along each
link across the network, a path pair that minimizes the total
number of hops taken by both the descriptions would be a
good path that gives a low distortion.

An algorithm was developed in [12] to computek-
disjoint paths from a sources to a destinationt in a non
negatively weighted directed graph that have the minimum
total cost (sum of costs of all links in the path pairs)
using k Dijkstra’s like computations. The above algorithm
was later modified in [13] to calculate two disjoint paths
with a minimum total length from a node to all other
nodes in the network using a simple single Dijkstra like
computation, i.e., inO

(

m log1+m
n
n
)

time where m is
the number of edges andn is the number of nodes in the
network. Since Dijkstra’s algorithm can be implemented
in O

(

min
{

m+ n logn,m log logC,m+ (n logC)0.5
})

,
whereC represents the largest edge cost in graphG, using

the technique in [13], the disjoint path problem from a single
node to all destinations with total minimum cost can be
solved in the same time. There is a parallel version [14] that
implements the same algorithm inn3/ logn processors and
O
(

log2 n
)

time. A distributed algorithm was presented in
[15] to compute shortest disjoint pair of paths froms to t
with an implementation on a network having unit edge costs,
achieving communication and time complexitiesO(m+∆n)
and O(∆2), respectively, where∆ is the network diameter,
and∆2 is the maximum over all nodesi, of the total number
of links in the shortest pair of disjoint paths fromi to t.

Algorithm 1 Routing Strategy: MIN-DIST
H ⊲ It is the array containing the shortest pair of disjoint
paths from every node to every other node inG
procedure FINDPATH(G, s, t,N )

minDist← −1
path← NULL
for all (v1, .., vN ) ∈ V N , vi 6= vj , ∀i 6= j, vi 6= s, t do

currPath← {H [s][v1], H [v1][v2], · · · , H [vN ][t]}
currDist← Distortion(currPath)
if minDist == −1||currDist ≤ minDist then

path← currPath
minDist← currDist

end if
end for
returnpath

end procedure

Algorithm 1 captures the developed heuristic routing strat-
egy MIN-DIST. It is based on initially calculating the shortest
pair of disjoint paths (in terms of number of hops) between all
pairs of nodes in the network. This information is passed onto
all the nodes. A node thereafter iterates over all possibleN -
tuples (forN intermediate recovery nodes) to find the tuple
that minimizes distortion. The matrixH in MIN-DIST can
be computed inO(nS(n,m)) time if S(n,m) is an efficient
upper bound for Dijkstra’s computation. This cost is incurred
only once in the initial stages. The iteration step takesO(nN )
time. Clearly, if the number of intermediate recovery nodesis
increased, the iteration step becomes more time consuming.

A heuristic routing strategy MIN-DELAY that minimizes
delay can be designed in a similar fashion as MIN-DIST. The
shortest pair of disjoint paths are the paths having a minimum
total end-to-end delay in this case.

C. Possible improvements

If the number of nodes in a network is very large, the above
routing technique is not suitable as it iterates over all possible
combinations of intermediate recovery nodes. If we knew the
ideal location of these nodes before hand, the complexity
could be reduced significantly. The ideal position of these
nodes between the source and destination that minimizes the
distortion is studied in this section.

Consider the case of a single intermediate recovery node
between source-destination pair. If this recovery node is placed
close to the source, the descriptions in error can be recovered
quickly. However, there is a high chance of corruption in the
long distance between the recovery node and the destination.
So, intuitively, the intermediate recovery nodes should be



placed equidistant from the source and the destination. In this
paper, the analytical proof is presented for the two simple
cases. In both the cases, we assume that there is only one
intermediate recovery node atr hops away from the source,
and the paths from the source to destination for both the
descriptions are homogeneous in terms of error rate and
have equal (κ) number of hops. In a symmetric MDC, the
two descriptions are equally important and hence the loss of
description 1 or description 2 results in the same amount of
distortion.

1) Case 1: When the probability of corruption of a de-
scription is constant and the channel is memoryless: For
the sections of path between source-to-intermediate recovery
node and intermediate recovery node-to-destination, let the
probabilities of corruption of a description beP1 andP2. If
p is the probability of corruption of a description on a single
hop, P1 = 1 − (1 − p)r, P2 = 1 − (1 − p)κ−r. End-to-end
distortionD as a function ofr in terms ofP1 andP2 is:

D(r) = (1 − P1)
2(1− P2)

2d0 + [P 2
1 + P 2

2 − P 2
1P

2
2 ]d3

+2[(1− P1)(1 − P2)(P1 + P2)]d1

The value ofp can be obtained as a special case from the
Gilbert channel model (using (2) and (3)).

In order to find the minimum,D(r) is treated as a con-
tinuous function ofr in the interval [1, κ]. It can be easily
shown thatdD(r)

dr has a zero atr = κ
2 and the sign of double

derivative ofD with respect tor is positive ford3 ≫ d1.
2) Case 2: Description contains L > 1 bits, error threshold

τ is 1: This case corresponds to a situation in which the
description is discarded whenever there is a bit error. With
the assumption of homogeneous error rate along all links,
aij = a; bij = b ∀(i, j) ∈ E. Let p = a

a+b . Then, the
corruption probabilities of the descriptionsP1 andP2 are given
by P1 = 1− (1− p)r(1− a)(L−1)r, P2 = 1− (1− p)κ−r(1−
a)(L−1)(κ−r). As in Case 1, it can be easily shown that the first
derivative ofD has a zero atr = κ

2 and the second derivative
at that particular value ofr is positive under the assumption
that d3 ≫ d1 ≫ d0.

3) Case 3: Packet Contains L > 1 bits and error threshold
τ > 1: The analytic proof in this case is lengthy and
involved, and hence omitted here. Fig. 4 shows the numerically
computed end-to-end distortion, plotted against the position of
intermediate recovery node forκ = 11. Clearly, the distortion
is minimized when the recovery node is approximately equi-
spaced between the source and destination.

The proof for a general case withN > 1 number of
intermediate recovery nodes is straightforward from this point.
Given the ideal locations of recovery nodes, instead of iterating
over all possible nodes, we can iterate over all nodes in specific
locations in the network.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we study the performance of MDC interme-
diate recovery system in comparison to the traditional MDC-
MPT system. Throughout this section we assume that the
paths taken by the descriptions are present beforehand. In
the numerical results, we assume that the path taken by the
description has 33 intermediate nodes and with homogeneous
link error rate, i.e., each link has the same Gilbert channel
parameters. Unless specified otherwise, we consider a wireless
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Fig. 4. F = 25 dB, fdTs = 0.0004128, L = 1000 bits, τ = 25 bits.

system with each link having a Doppler spread and symbol
time productfdTs = 0.0004128. This corresponds to a system
with a Data rate= 13 kbps, carrier frequency= 1850 MHZ,
and the velocity of the mobile= 120 kmph. The ratio of
variances of both the descriptions is taken to be453. The
MDTC transform matrix used is

[

6
5 ,

5
12 ;−

6
5 ,

5
12

]

. The average
distortion in (1) is plotted in terms of10 log10(MSE).
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Fig. 5. Variation of average distortion with the number of intermediate
recovery nodes.

Fig. 5 shows the average distortion versus number of in-
termediate recovery nodes for two different system configura-
tions. System 1 corresponds to the default system and System
2 is a system with a data rate= 54 Mbps, carrier frequency=
2.4 GHz, velocity of mobile= 120 kmph. The error threshold
τ was taken to be 5% ( i.e., 50 bits in a total of 1000 bits).
The intermediate recovery nodes were distributed uniformly
and symmetrically. The case of zero intermediate recovery
nodes corresponds to the traditional MDC-MPT Compared to
the traditional MDC-MPT, the intermediate recovery approach
in System 2 offers a gain about 9.2% with one intermediate
recovery stage. The gain however reduces as the number of
recovery stages increases. For example, with two intermediate
recovery stages, the additional gain (over one recovery stage)
is about 6%. Fig. 6 shows the average distortion plotted against
the fading margin for traditional MDC-MPT and MDC-MPT
with one intermediate recovery stage. The error threshold used
here was 2.5% (25 bits in a 1000 bit packet). Intermediate
recovery works for links with fading margin over 15 dB.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of MDC with intermediate recovery with traditional
MDC-MPT for different fading margins.

The fraction of time the channel spends in the Bad state of
Gilbert model increases with an increase in fading margin. So,
for lower fading margins, the probability of losing both the
descriptions is high. Intermediate recovery cannot take place
when both the descriptions are lost along the way.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of MDC with intermediate recovery with traditional
MDC-MPT for different mobile relative speeds.

Fig. 7 shows the average distortion plotted against the
different mobile speeds for MDC-MPT and MDC-MPT with
one intermediate recovery stage. The error threshold was set to
2.5% (25 bit errors in 1000 bits). If the velocity of the receiver
increases the Doppler spread increases, thereby increasing the
chance of error. Hence the distortion when it comes to larger
velocities is larger. It can be observed from Fig. 7 that the
effect of increasing the mobile speed on distortion decreases
as we move to higher velocities. Fig. 8 shows the average dis-
tortion plotted against the different error thresholds forMDC-
MPT and MDC-MPT with one intermediate recovery stage.
It is obvious that increasing the error tolerance of the system
should decrease the distortion (since we discard the description
sooner for a fewer number of bit errors if the threshold is low).
However, the MDC with intermediate recovery performs better
than traditional MDC, i.e., the distortion has a greater degree
of descent in MDC with intermediate recovery.

A. Performance of mesh routing strategy

We implemented the routing strategy on networks of sizes
50, 75, 100, and 150. The nodes were distributed using an
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Fig. 8. Comparison of MDC with intermediate recovery with traditional
MDC-MPT for different error thresholdsτ .

uniform random distribution in a100× 100 square units area.
All nodes within 15 units of each other were assumed to be
directly connected. The routing strategy was tested for every
source-destination pair in which the nodes are at least 60 units
apart. Table I shows the% of path pairs that achieve a decrease

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF ROUTING STRATEGY(100NODES).

% of connections achieving
reduction in distortion

From 0 to 1 recovery node 100%
From 1 to 2 recovery nodes 46.875%
From 2 to 3 recovery nodes 0%

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE GAIN FOR ONE INTERMEDIATE RECOVERY STAGE.

Number of nodes Decrease in distortion
50 0.79 dB
75 0.80 dB
100 0.72 dB

in the distortion when the number of intermediate recovery
nodes are increased for 100 nodes. The number of path
pairs achieving a decrease in distortion when the intermediate
recovery nodes are higher is significantly low. This is mainly
because the total number of edges in the path increases as
the number of recovery nodes increases the distance between
them decreases the edge disjoint paths get longer.

Fig. 9 shows the% of connections for which the routing
strategy achieves a reduction in the distortion plotted against
different node densities (number of nodes). The routing was
tested for all nodes that are at least 30 units apart in this
case. The error threshold was taken to be 1%. When the node
density is low the routing strategy fails to find suitable edge
disjoint paths such that the distortion is decreased. Testing for
globally optimum paths to check the efficiency of our routing
scheme is not feasible due to its computational complexity.
Table II shows the decrease in distortion for a single stage
intermediate recovery system when compared to a system in
which there is no intermediate recovery (0.5 dB improvement
in distortion is discernible in multimedia applications).By the
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Fig. 9. Performance in intermediate recovery versus network size.

application of a better routing strategy that can find paths that
are of equal length as that of a traditional MDC-MPT system,
the performance is expected to increase.

B. Effect of randomness on the heuristic algorithms

Intuitively, minimizing the distortion (i.e. total path length)
should also minimize the delay. So, it is expected that the
path obtained from the MIN-DIST version of the heuristic
algorithm will have a reasonably small delay. To test the above
hypothesis, asimilarity index was used. Similarity index at a
delay threshold is defined as the percentage of connections
having delay less than or equal to that threshold. Fig. 10
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Fig. 10. Similarity index comparison under different network conditions.

shows the similarity index plotted for different variancesof
link weights of a 150 node network deployed in100 × 100
units area. It can be observed that, when the variance is
low, minimizing distortion or delay is essentially the same
thing. However, when the variance is high, there is a huge
gap in the similarity indices. So, in networks that are more
random in link performance characteristics, minimizing either
of distortion/delay does not guarantee that the other variable
is bounded. This observation calls for alternative improved
solutions for joint guarantee of delay and distortion bounds.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied end-to-end distortion of MDC-
MPT systems in a random wireless ad hoc network using
physical layer channel parameters, without as well as with

intermediate recovery. Via analytic modeling, we showed that
intermediate recovery achieves good performance gains in
comparison to the traditional multipath system, and thereby
we proved that the proposed intermediate recovery technique
can be used for robust transmission of video over multihop
wireless networks. We formulated a cross-layer optimization
problem to construct meshed multiple paths with either distor-
tion or delay minimization criteria. To reduce complexity,we
proposed a simple heuristic routing strategy that gives good
quality paths with intermediate recovery stages. To address
the practical utility of the proposed routing heuristics interms
of jointly achieving distortion and delay bounds, we further
studied the delay (respectively, distortion) performanceof the
network when distortion (respectively, delay) minimization is
targeted under varied link conditions (costs). We observedthat,
the two minimization criteria are not jointly achieved if the
link costs vary widely. We are currently working on genetic
algorithm based routing optimization solutions to address
the joint delay and distortion optimization under acceptably
bounded time complexity.
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